
for the optimum automatic regulation of humidity in homes  
and offices, bookshops, museums, etc.

A FEW PRACTICAL BENEFITS :

Preservation of value thanks to  
humidity optimisation

Optimum value for money  
in every device class

Automatic hygrostatic control 
of humidity in rooms up to 420 m²
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Correctly humidified and

 temperature-controlled 

air prevents damage ! 

Loss of value as 
a result of dry air : 
Particularly in closed, heated rooms, 

 the relative humidity often falls 
well below the optimum value of  
45 - 55 %.  

Furniture, antiques, paintings, musical 
instruments and books can suffer se-
rious damage if the air is too dry.  

In call centres and computer rooms, 
electrostatically charged data storage 
devices can cause costly errors.

Reliable humidification and filtration  
of the ambient air can protect and
preserve valuable or delicate works
of art or items of furniture ! 

The humidifiers do not only humidify 
the air, they also filter it, clean it of 
dust and prevent the formation of elec-
trostatic charge.

�Mobile humidifiers – further information …

The B 250 – a fully electronically regu-
lated humidifier with an air filter and ad -
justable vent – operates by the cold 
 evaporation principle:  

The air is drawn in through a filter, 
cleaned and directed through a rotating
 moistened filter disc, where it absorbs 
the required moisture which is then 
evenly distributed back into the air in  
the room, with no condensation.  

Humidity control 

The current relative humidity is indicated 
by an electronic sensor: Simply set the 
desired humidity level in the device and 
the B 250 takes control automatically.

Keypad lock 

To protect the humidifier from unautho-
rised tampering, you can lock the keypad 
by entering a key combination. 

Water level indicator 

The water level is indicated on the op-
erating panel. If the water tank is empty, 
the B 250 switches off automatically
and a flashing lamp indicates that the
water tank should be refilled.

B 250 
Fully electronically controlled 

disc humidifier

B 250 – BENEFITS IN PRACTICE :

Fully electronic control

Clearly-designed operating panel with
indicators for nominal and actual R.H.
in %, water level and fan speed

Air filtration via separate filter in  
the intake area

2-speed fan and automatic operation

Adjustable vent

1 2 3 4

5 6

7

1) adjustable vent;  
2) filter disc; 
3) top up water; 
4) replace filter; 
5) fan;  
6) drawn-in ambient air; 
7) wet area

Additionally, an alternative version 
of the B 250 is available with an integrated 
automatic water supply 
(Article number 1.160.000.251).
Other feature options like water monitor or 
safety pressure hose are available on request.

Consumable article (accessories) : 
Air filter (Article number 6.100.004.060),  
Filter disc (Article number 6.100.004.010).

SecoSan® Stick ®

The convenient solution for safe water 
conservation: simply place the Seco -
San® Stick into your water tank where 
it will reliably prevent germs, algae,
mould and bacteria (bio film) from grow-
ing for 6 months – tested by leading
German testing institutes. When you 
wish to replace the water, just take out
the Stick and use it again whenever 
you need it.

Only the SecoSan® active agent has a 
patent produced ion reservoir whose 
microporous surface has a self-renew-
ing and self-regulating effect that guar-
antees a constant long-term effect in
the treated water – and no chance of
over or underdosing !

In contrast to classic refill products 
the SecoSan® Stick, which is available

The humidifiers from Trotec only re-
quire tap water for the humidification 
process. Other manufacturers’ models 
generally require distilled water.  

We strongly recommend that you use 
a suitable hygiene agent to prevent 
germs, algae, mould or bacteria from
forming in the humidifier’s water tank.
Such formations are often accom -
panied by strong smells which can be
especially pungent or nauseating. 

The choice of hygiene agent depends 
on the water quality (chalk content),
the effective evaporation performance 
and very much on one’s own personal 
standards of hygiene. As a rule, one 
hygiene agent is enough though. 

We do, however, recommend that  
you use a combination of both the 
SecoSan® Stick and LiQVit in rooms ®

which are subjected to high levels of 
dust or other forms of contamination.

Our recommendation for accessories for the hygienic use of humidifiers :

in different sizes, only incurs costs 
once every 6 months.  

“SecoSan® Stick 20”

Article number 6.100.004.115

LiQVit 

Like the SecoSan® Stick, “LiQVit” 
 prevents the formation of germs and 
algae. This hygiene agent also reduces 
the surface tension of the water 
which in turn leads to an increase in 
evaporation performance. 

The product life of the evaporation
filter can be extended by reducing 
the number of mineral deposits.  

“LiQVit” is very yielding: one cap 
(25 ml) is enough for 10 litres  
(2.2 gals) of water.

“LiQVit“ 

1,000 ml, Article no. 6.100.004.185 
250 ml, Article no. 6.100.004.181
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B 400 
Powerful disc humidifier

for large rooms

� Mobile humidifiers – further information …

The B 300 is a successful synthesis of 
perfect design matched with cut ting 
edge humidification technology made edge humidification technology “made
in Germany”. Its highly decorative design
harmonizes effortlessly with any envi-
ronment allowing it to blend seamlessly 
into its surroundings. 

The cutting-edge technology 
behind the sophisticated ex-
terior design ensures high 
 humidification performance 
and an extremely quiet oper-
ating mode.

The B 300 works according
to the natural principle of
evaporation; scale or condensation for-
mation cannot occur and the air cannot 
be oversaturated. 

Humidification, cleaning, disin-

fection – all fully automatically … 

The B 300’s intelligent control tech -
nology makes it possible :

It only takes two key settings and the 
appliance automatically takes over con-

trol of the fan and the humidification 
function to achieve the desired level of 
relative humidity. The integrated humid relative humidity The integrated humid-
ity sensor constantly checks the existing
climate data before then switching the
appliance on or off.

The key lock allows you to
protect the appliance against 
unauthorized use – ideal 
for use in public places, 
practices etc.  

The clearly arranged oper-
ating panel delivers de-
tailed information regard-
ing the existing and the 

 targeted relative humidity value, the se-
lected fan stage and the current liquid
level in the water tank. 

The appliance switches off automatically
when it has reached a minimum level
and an optical signal signifies that the 
appliance has to be filled up again.

Effective air purification using a 

multistage filter system 

The humidifier is not only equipped with 
an evaporation filter, but also an air filter
in the air intake area and an integrated 
UV lamp whose UV-C rays effectively
disinfect and clean the service reservoir 
and kill germs in the suctioned in 
ambient air. 

The humidifier is built with corrosion-
proof materials and is especially easy
to clean: because of the well thought 
through construction, the humidifier can
be disassembled for cleaning and ser-
vicing without using tools. 

B 300 
Humidification at its best

B 300 – BENEFITS IN PRACTICE : 

High-performance humidifier with 

multistage fan and large-sized 

water tank

UV lamp for the effective disinfection

of the service reservoir

Fully-automatic operation – 

electronic control via moisture sensor

Easy to clean, corrosion-proof

 construction in a superior design

Clearly arranged operating panel 

with displays for the actual value and

the target value, RH, fan stage and

water level

High evaporation performance

No scale deposits on furniture

Keypad lock to protect adjustments to

settings by unauthorized personnel

The B 400 combines great evaporation 
performance with economical continu-
ous operation in a sturdy housing. 

The hygrostatically controlled disc humi-
difier directs the drawn-in air through a
rotating, fleece-covered humidifying
drum which moves through a water
bath. Thanks to the permanent rotation, 

the air is effectively washed and at the 
same time humidified before being
evenly distributed back into the air in  
the room without condensation, by 
means of a 2-speed fan. 

The B 400’s quiet-running synchronous 
motor enables even large rooms to be
humidified without running up large elec-
tricity bills.  

Thanks to the rotation technology and 
evaporation fleece, regular maintenance 
can be carried out quickly and  easily.  

 All parts are easily removable and can
be washed out under running water. 

The water level is indicated on the op-
erating panel. If the water tank is empty,
the B 400 switches off automatically
and a status lamp indicates that the 
water tank should be refilled. Refilling 
is carried out via the convenient filler 
tube on top with quick fastening cap.

B 400 – BENEFITS IN PRACTICE :

Clearly designed operating panel  

with hygrostat and fan control 

and level indicators

Rotating evaporation fleece 

cleans and washes the air

2-speed fan

Automatic power-off

Adjustable vent grid

Robust, powder-coated sheet 

steel construction

With built-in brace 

for optimal air circulation

Consumable article (accessories) : filter disc (Article number 6.100.004.055), 
evaporation filter (Article number 6.100.004.050). Other feature options like automatic 
water supply via solenoid valve, water monitor or safety pressure hose on request.

Consumable article (accessories) :  
Filter disc (Article number 6.100.004.040), 
 Filter oblong (Article number 6.100.004.020). 
Other feature options like automatic water 
supply on request.
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Radio-controlled humidification, 

cleaning and filtration … 

The B 500 operates by the evaporationTh B 500 t b th ti
 principle. Lime scale and condensation
cannot occur, and excessive humidifica-
tion of the air is impossible.  

The electronically controlled humidifier 
is virtually silent in opera-tion. Its partic-
ularly quiet radial fan can be controlled 
manually with four output levels, or fully
automatically. An integrated hygrostat,
which can be calibrated, regulates the
desired humi-dity. The infrared remote-
control ensures safe operation of the hu-
midifier: unauthorised personnel cannot
tamper with the settings on the device! 

Added safety thanks to the  

self-diagnosis system … 

The clearly designed operating display
with user-controlled menu provides in-
formation about all operating settings
such as water level, fan speed and rel-
ative humidity. The self-diagnostic sys-
tem indicates necessary filter replace-
ment and any faults, including error

codes. Error messages can also be re-
layed directly to an external or central 
alarm system if required by means ofalarm system if required by means of
an integrated alarm relay. 

Besides thoroughly moistening the air, 
the device also cleans and filters the air,
removes dust and prevents the build-up
of electrostatic charges.

Radio sensor measurements 
up to a distance of 30 m 

The wireless radio sensor sys-
tem is able to provide even 
more accurate and stabile mea-
surements.  

The battery-powered sensor is 
simply placed somewhere in the 
measuring area 1) where it can go un-
noticed – on a wall or a ceiling, for ex-
ample – where it can then carry out reg-
ular readings and monitor the humidifier
up to a distance of 30  metres.  

An alarm signal sounds automatically
when the batteries are low to remind 
the user that they need replacing.

Simple maintenance and care 
thanks to modular construction …

The B 500’s plastic housing is antistatic, Th B 500’ l ti h i i ti t ti
resistant to acids and alkalis, and is
 corrosion-resistant and sturdy. Due to 
the modular design, the individual as-
semblies can be easily removed for 
 cleaning and maintenance without the 
use of tools – moving parts are pro-
tected behind grilles. 

Furthermore the device is fitted with 
baffles in the water tank and

switches off automatically
when the tank is empty.
The B 500 can also be op-

tionally equipped with a 
manual or automatic

flushing device to reduce
salt concentrations and to pre-

vent scaling.

B 500 radio
State-of-the-art hygiene technology !

B 500 RADIO – BENEFITS IN PRACTICE :

IR remote control for secure operation: 

unauthorised personnel cannot  

tamper with the settings

UV lamp for the effective disinfection 

of the service reservoir (optional)

Accurate radio sensor measurement 

for precise humidity control

Central operating panel with an  

overview of all operating settings

Self-diagnostic system

Built-in baffles

Labyrinth filter system and cleaning 

filter set for air cleaning

1) Minimum distance  )

from appliance 2 m

Additionally, an alternative version of the B 500 is available with an integrated automatic 
water supply (Article number 1.160.000.501). Other feature options like UV sterilisation unit, 
water monitor, safety collecting basin, safety pressure hose, safety water sensor, activated 
char-coal cleaning filter set, air hood, automatic or manual flushing device with flushing pump 
on request. Consumable article (accessories): bio filter (Article number 6.100.004.030).

Technical data B 250 B 300 B 400 B 500 radio

Article number 1.160.000.250 1.160.000.300 1.160.000.400 1.160.000.500

Air flow rate max. [m³ / h] 500 600 800 800

Input voltage [V / Hz] 230 / 50 230 / 50 230 / 50 230 / 50

Power input [kW] 0.050 0.058 0.053 0.125

Evaporation rate approx. [l / 24 h max.] 28.8 * 33.6 60 60

Fan stages 2 2 2 4

Suitable for rooms [m³] up to approx. 450 up to approx. 600 up to approx. 900 up to approx. 1,050

RH control Hygrostat, internal Moisture sensor, internal Hygrostat, internal Radio sensor

Water reservoir approx. [l ] 25 25 34 50

Air filter integrated integrated integrated** integrated

UV lamp – integrated – Accessories

Remote control – – – yes

Sound level (distance 3 m) [dB(A)] 34 - 40*** 32 - 42*** 29 - 42*** 32 - 44***

Mobility Transport rollers

Length [mm] 300 410 316 365

Width [mm] 600 740 625 755

Height [mm] 670 710 720 620

Weight (empty) approx. [kg] 20 21 18.6 24

Available colours grey-white silver-grey grey-white white / light grey / anthracite

Recommended accessories LiQVit, SecoSan® Stick

* at 23 °C / 45% RH   ** air filtering/cleaning via rotating evaporation fleece   ***depending on fan stage
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